GB

The Number 1 for coin deposit locks
1

Purely functional

Ergonomic and equipped with an antistatic
function- the ergogrip just feels good in
your hands.

2

Organised

Our patented coin lock keeps your store in
order. You can choose between ergoloc and

1

2

euroloc.

3

Founded in 1974, systec developed the first patented coin lock for
shopping trolleys in 1981. Since that date, systec has become the global
and technology leader in this field. Its products now range from coin
deposit locks and antistatic handlebar systems, trolley advertising
systems to child safety and containment systems for shopping trolleys.
systec is the supplier to all leading shopping trolley manufacturers and
exports its products to more than 50 countries.

Additional business

Private label or third party advertising:

systec POS-Technology GmbH

The ergoclip provides turnover with its big

Lindberghstr. 8

advertising space.

82178 Puchheim
Germany

4 Safe

3

4

Good fit: This special holder keeps the

Phone:

+49 - 89 - 800 04 - 0

Motorola scanner safe in place.

Fax:

+49 - 89 - 800 04 - 100

eMail:

info@systec.com

Internet: www.systec.com

ergogrip FG

ergogrip FG: Simply ergognomic

ergogrip FG

ergogrip FG – Overall Effective Advertising
The ergogrip FG guarantees an easy

Two coin locks are available for

ergogrip FG in detail
Cost effective

Thanks to the modular

1

Ad-labels can be exchanged within

maneuvering even of big shopping

the ergogrip FG:

architecture you remain flexible.

trolleys. The oval shape provides

• euroloc: nicely integrated in the

A later upgrade is possible.

the right grip and an attractive

handle and extremely robust.

2

advertising space. The ergogrip FG

• ergoloc: works with cards and

The two-component material effectively

comes with a built in antistatic

coins, it can be integrated into

prevents from electro static charge of the

function which effectively prevents

the advertisement module.

seconds.

Antistatic

shopping trolley.

1

from electro static shocks.

2

3

Attractive

Support customer loyalty with the patented
systec KeyCard. You are independent
of currencies and have a double sided
advertising space.

4 Lasting
Key and chain are made of stainless steel.
The special S-shape of the key makes for
an extremely high stability.

3
Modular architecture.

Advertising module with euroloc.

Perfect shape.

4
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